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Introduction
◮ An information need may be expressed using different

keywords (synonymy)

→ impact on recall
→ examples: ship vs boat, aircraft vs airplane

◮ Solutions: refining queries manually or expanding queries
(semi) automatically

◮ Semi-automatic query expansion:

• local methods based on the retrieved documents and the
query (ex: Relevance Feedback)

• global methods independent of the query and results
(ex: thesaurus, spelling
corrections)
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About Relevance Feedback

About Relevance Feedback

Feedback given by the user about the relevance of the
documents in the initial set of results
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About Relevance Feedback

About Relevance Feedback (continued)

◮ Based on the idea that:

(i) defining good queries is difficult when the collection
is (partly) unknown

(ii) judging particular documents is easy

◮ Allows to deal with situations where the user’s information
needs evolve with the checking of the retrieved documents

◮ Example: image search engine
http://nayana.ece.ucsb.edu/imsearch/imsearch.html
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About Relevance Feedback

Relevance feedback example 1
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Relevance feedback example 1
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About Relevance Feedback

Relevance feedback example 1
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Example 2
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The Rocchio algorithm

The Rocchio algorithm
◮ Standard algorithm for relevance feedback (SMART, 70s)

◮ Integrates a measure of relevance feedback into the Vector
Space Model

◮ Idea: we want to find a query vector ~qopt

• maximizing the similarity with relevant documents
while

• minimizing the similarity with non-relevant docu-
ments

~qopt = argmax
~q

[sim(~q, Cr ) − sim(~q, Cnr )]

With the cosine similarity, this gives:

~qopt =
1

|Cr |

∑

~dj∈Cr

~dj −
1

|Cnr |

∑

~dj∈Cnr

~dj
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The Rocchio algorithm

The Rocchio algorithm (continued)

◮ Problem with the above metrics: the set of relevant
documents is unknown

◮ Instead, we produce the modified query m:

~qm = α~q0 + β
1

|Dr |

∑

~dj∈Dr

~dj − γ
1

|Dnr |

∑

~dj∈Dnr

~dj

where:

~q0 is the original query vector
Dr is the set of known relevant documents
Dnr is the set of known non-relevant documents
α, β, γ are balancing weights (judge vs system)
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Relevance feedback on initial query 
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The Rocchio algorithm

The Rocchio algorithm (continued)

Remarks:

◮ Negative weights are usually ignored

◮ Rocchio-based relevance feedback improves both recall and
precision

◮ For reaching high recall, many iterations are needed

◮ Empirically determined values for the balancing weights:

α = 1 β = 0.75 γ = 0.15

◮ Positive feedback is usually more valuable than negative
feedback: β > γ
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The Rocchio algorithm

Rocchio algorithm: exercise

Consider the following collection (one doc per line):

good movie trailer shown

trailer with good actor

unseen movie

a dictionary made of the words movie, trailer and good, and
an IR system using the standard tf − idf weighting (without
normalisation).

Assuming a user judges the first 2 documents relevant for the
query movie trailer. What would be the Rocchio-revised
query ?
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Relevance Feedback: Assumptions
A1: User has sufficient knowledge for initial 
query.
A2: Relevance prototypes are “well-behaved”.

Term distribution in relevant documents will be similar 
Term distribution in non-relevant documents will be 
different from those in relevant documents

Either: All relevant documents are tightly clustered 
around a single prototype.
Or: There are different prototypes, but they have 
significant vocabulary overlap.
Similarities between relevant and irrelevant documents 
are small
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Violation of A1

User does not have sufficient initial 
knowledge.
Examples:

Misspellings 
Brittany Speers(wrong) / Britney Spears(correct)

Cross-language information retrieval.
Mismatch of searcher’s vocabulary vs. 
collection vocabulary

hotel / inn / tavern
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Violation of A2

There are several relevance prototypes.
Examples:

Burma/Myanmar
Pop stars that worked at Burger King
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Relevance Feedback: Problems
Long queries are inefficient for typical IR engine.

Long response times for user.
High cost for retrieval system.
Partial solution:

Only reweight certain prominent terms
• Perhaps top 20 by term frequency

Users are often reluctant to provide explicit 
feedback
It’s often harder to understand why a particular 
document was retrieved after applying 
relevance feedback

Why?



Evaluation of Relevance Feedback strategies

Evaluation of Relevance Feedback strategies

◮ Note that improvements brought by the relevance feedback
decrease with the number of iterations, usually one round
gives good results

◮ Several evaluation strategies:

(a) comparative evaluation
query q0 → prec/recall graph
query qm → prec/recall graph

→ usually +50% of mean average precision
(partly comes from the fact that known relevant documents
are higher ranked)
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Evaluation of Relevance Feedback strategies

Evaluation of Relevance Feedback strategies

(continued)
◮ Evaluation strategies:

(b) residual collection

→ same technique as above but by looking at the set of
retrieved documents - the set of assessed relevant
documents

→ the performance measure drops

(c) using two similar collections
collection #1 is used for querying and giving rele-
vance feedback
collection #2 is used for comparative evaluation

→ q0 and qm are compared on collection #2
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Evaluation of Relevance Feedback strategies

Evaluation of Relevance Feedback strategies

(continued)

◮ Evaluation strategies:

(d) user studies

→ e.g. time-based comparison of retrieval, user
satisfaction, etc.

→ user utility is a fair evaluation as it corresponds to real
system usage
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Other local methods for query expansion

Pseudo Relevance Feedback
◮ Aka blind relevance feedback

◮ No need of an extended interaction between the user and
the system

◮ Method:

• normal retrieval to find an initial set of most relevant
documents

• assumption that the top k documents are relevant
• relevance feedback defined accordingly

◮ Works with the TREC Ad Hoc task

→ lnc.ltc (precision at k = 50): no-RF 62.5 %, RF 72.7 %

◮ Problem: distribution of the documents may influence
the results
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Other local methods for query expansion

Indirect Relevance Feedback

◮ Uses evidences rather than explicit feedback

◮ Example: number of clicks on a given retrieved document

◮ Not user-specific

◮ More suitable for web IR, since it does not need an extra
action from the user
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Global methods for query expansion

Vocabulary tools for query reformulation

Tools displaying:

◮ a list of close terms belonging to the dictionary

◮ information about the query words that were omitted (cf
stop-list)

◮ the results of stemming

→ ≈ debugging environnement
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Global methods for query expansion

Query logs and thesaurus

◮ Users select among query suggestions that are built either
from query logs or thesaurus

◮ Replacement words are extracted from thesaurus according
to their proximity to the initial query word

◮ Thesaurus can be developed:

• manually (e.g. biomedicine)
• automatically (cf below)

◮ NB: query expansion

(i) increases recall
(ii) may need users’ relevance on query terms

( 6= documents)
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Global methods for query expansion

Automatic thesaurus generation

Analyze of the collection for building the thesaurus
automatically:

1. Using word co-occurrences (co-occurring words are more
likely to belong to the same query field)
→ may contain false positives (example: apple)

2. Using a shallow grammatical analyzes to find out relations
between words
example:cooked, eaten, digested → food

Note that co-occurrence-based thesaurus are more robust, but
grammatical-analyzes thesaurus are more accurate
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Co-occurrence Thesaurus
Simplest way to compute one is based on term-
term similarities in C = AAT where A is term-
document matrix.
wi,j = (normalized) weight for (ti ,dj)

For each ti, pick terms with high values in C

ti

dj N

M
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Automatic Thesaurus Generation
Example



Global methods for query expansion

Conclusion
◮ Query expansion using either local methods:

• Rocchio algorithm for Relevance Feedback
• Pseudo Relevance Feedback
• Indirect Relevance Feedback

◮ or global ones:

• Query logs
• Thesaurus

◮ Thesaurus-based query expansion increases recall but may
decrease precision (cf ambiguous terms)

◮ High cost of thesaurus development and maintenance

◮ Thesaurus-based query expansion is less efficient than
Rocchio Relevance Feedback but may be as good as
Pseudo Relevance Feedback
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Global methods for query expansion
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